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Name and Funct ion of E ach part

1

2
3
4
5
6

7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1.Vessel Holder
2.Gas Saving Protector
Prevents the fire from being extinguished by the wind saves the gas by concentrating the fire fiame.

3.Bottom Pan
4.Flame Separator
5.Gas Ring
6.Gas Can Removable Panel
7.Gas Can Cover
8.Cover Opening Hole
Putting a tinger into the hole and pulling it up will open the can cover.

9.Housing
10.Electronic Lighter
Innites the burner Keep it clean for smooth ignition.

11.Panel for Gas Ring
12.Switch Cover
Fixes the gas can when it is pushed down and releases the can when pulled up.

13.Valve
14.Ignition Knob
For ignition of the bumer. turn this knob the left until you hear the
-Clicking sound .You may control
-The heat after ignition.

15.Instruction panel

15

Right Usage

Install   the   Butane   Gas   Burner   on    the   safe   and    operatc   it   as    follows

1 2 3Install the soup holder right
and open the gas can cover

Put the gas can on the gas
can stay.

Pust the gas can holder knob
down.

4 5 6shut the gas can cover.
Ignite the burner by tuming the
ignition knob th the  left.

Put the cooking vessel upon the
pan stay and adjust the fiame
with the ignition knob.

7 8When the cooking is finished.
extinguish the fire.

Pull up the gas can holder knob.

�Turn the lgnition knob to the
right and extinguish the burner
fire.

� Shut it as is shown above.

� Turn it until you hear the
clicking sound.
�The knob is not tured around
when the soup holder is put
upside down.

� If you turn it to the left. the
fiame will be bigger: if you
turn to the right.  the flame
will be smller.

� For opening the cover. put
your finger finger into the hole
of the can cover and pull it up
smoothly.

Match the hole of the gass can
and the protuberance. first:
and push the gas can down.
�   If the hole and protuberance
is not fitted the gas can will
not be set.

�Be sure if the gas can is well
fixed.

� Be sure to pull up the gas can
holder knob to the  Off
position while you do not use
the burner.

� First take out the butane-can.  
cut off the butane.Then adjust 
the switch to OFF.
connect the LPG copper-connector
to the LPG ENTRANCE.Install it 
tightly  and confirm not leak
LPG.Then open the LPG valve
and continue next.

9 Use LPG instruction .
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